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From Galveston ,T

Mario Wiedenmeier, President

It is now my privile ge to serve you as AHPS President for the next two

years, to maintain and enhance Swiss philately in the United States . I am

taking over a very well run society with many challenges and few problems,

thanks to outgoing president Henry Ratz, whose devotion has been exemplary

and whose standard of communication, in the form of TELL, has been excellent.

TELL is a highly thought of philatelic publication, at least in

Swiss philately circles, which I learned in Bern while attending the

convention of the Verband Schweizerischer Philatelisten Vereine (VSPhV .)

This high esteem is due not only Henry's sense of graphic presentation but

also to his demand for precision in expression and accuracy in what is

printed . All of this will be a hard act to follow.

Our journal TELL looks as good as can be, also thanks to the editor

Steven Weston and the publisher . A hardy thank you to all the elected and

appointed officers and to the many contributors and sponsors.

As a member since 1976, I have enjoyed reading TELL regularly and

meeting some of the members from time to time during philatelic exhibits or

while visiting a particular area of the country, like Sacramento where my

daughter lives .

	

There I had the pleasure of visiting Henry and his wife in

Fiddletown-- what a pleasurable afternoon in their beautiful home . On my

annual trips to Chicago, I usually visited Felix Ganz ; regretfully my future

visits to Chicago will no longer be highlighted with a chat with Felix and

Cheryl . All of us have lost a great man.

My contributions to TELL have been few since there have always been

considerable constraints on my time . I served once for three years as

Circuit Sales Manager but have not submitted many articles about my stamp

collecting activities . This of course will chan ge quickly ; otherwise it would

not be appropriate for me to invite your contributions.

Not being an officer in the recent past, I can only judge the health

of our society from what I read in TELL . The main request and struggle of

previous Presidents and Editors have been to get the members at large to

contribute to our publication . A second item of concern is having sufficient

finances to continue publishing TELL, to which end I plan to continue

former efforts by 1) reducing postage costs for TELL by, for example, becoming

tax exempt, and 2) increasing the number of members by encouraging existing

members to reapply and by instituting a membership drive for new members . Not

having had much experience in these two areas, I would appreciate the help of

any readers with expertise in tax exemption and/or membership drives.

Another source of concern is the hi g h cost of mailing Circuits . As a

subgroup of APS, some avenues will need to be explored to utilize similar

mailing privileges or to possibly FAX higher priced materials to reduce
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mailing redundancy .

	

Maybe some businessperson out there could offer

suggestions.

I had the pleasure of attending the convention of VSPhV in Bern,

Switzerland on the last day of my vacation . Regretfully, though, I was unable

to attend the evening banquet which has been a special part of the 100-year

history of VSPhV's celebration . (Friends and family gave us, Leni and me, a

farewell dinner in great style .) Over 300 delegates of the different

Philatelic groups were in attendance, representing 21,962 members of varying

categories, of which 20,925 live in Switzerland . Only a few of AHPS's members

are also members of VSPhV, which basically gives one the privilege of

receiving the Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung (SBZ), a well written (German and

French) journal printed in color -- received, that is, if the wrapper endures

the long journey .

	

Too many wrappers arrive empty in the United States, a

fact of which the president of VSPhV, P .Christen, and Buri Druck are aware.

It is of importance to recognize that Bern, with its Fischer Post

(Beat Fischer von Reichenbach, 1641-1698) and later as seat of the United

Postal Union (UPU) also became the home of the VSPhV . A booklet entitled "100

Jahre Verband Schweizerischer Philatelisten Vereine' was sold for SFr 8 and

contains a history of VSPhV along with some pictures of rare philatelic

materials, like the first cancel in Switzerland, 1698, "DE GENEVE ." That

envelope, among other rarities, can be enjoyed at the- Postal Museum in Bern.

I would like to end by thanking all of you for your confidence in me

and hope I can continue to maintain the high standards established by my

predecessors.

INTRODUCING	
As announced earlier, HARPER F.
WILLIS will take over soon the
editorial stewardship of TELL.
Here is a very brief bio : Born
in Natchitoches into an old N.
Louisiana family of scholars &
surgeons . Went to medical
school at LSU in New Orleans,
followed by residency in Psy-
chiatry & Neurology at the U.
of Minnesota . The last 20 years
in private practice in Lake
Charles, Louisiana . His connec-
tion to Switzerland is that he
is married to a Geneva-born
PhD disciple of Jean Piaget.
His favored Swiss stamps are
the Cantonals . Goodluck! His
address : 1909 Oak Park Blvd .,
Lake Charles LA 70601 .

	

HR
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR . ..

Dear Editor,

Your comments in the July issue of Tell are well taken as are the
comments of Steve Weston whom the rest of us should thank for his
efforts over and beyond the call of duty . I marvel at the super job he
did as our editor . Personally, I have in recent years felt like a drone,
having contributed very little . The remarks that here follow are in the
vein of explanation and, l trust, no way to be taken as criticism . I have
a feeling that other members suffer from the same hang-ups and
feelings of inadequacy as yours truly . The few who do contribute
articles for Tell are obviously experts in the field . They are superstars.
The rest of us feel like rank beginners even after more than 60 years,
as in my case, of collecting Swiss . Then too, most of us were
weaned on Scott and have difficulty transposing to Zumstein numbers.
Even the Amateur Collector Catalog, despite being printed in English,
is somewhat difficult to read, especially issues to 1933 . One must
remember that most of us collect Swiss as a hobby and are active only
periodically . One cannot help but admire the experts and their
propensity for having good memories . I don ' t know what we would do
without them . Without them there probably would be no Tell . But
they do, if you take their writing too seriously, tend to make Swiss
collecting a labor rather than a labor of love . So let's be realistic.
AHPS is not a club for beginners and can be confusing to the casual
collector, but a bible to the specialist . I do not have a solution but you
know why I feel like a drone . I have nothing but respect and admira-
tion for those who contribute . It appears to me that we will just have
to ask those of you with the necessary talent and knowledge to
continue with more than their share of the load . Too many like myself
just don't have the expertise . Now that I have presented my defense,
I hope l am forgiven .

	

Hans Wetter

Editor ' s reply : Yes, my son, you are forgiven! Since I am a bee–
keeper I don ' t feel too bad about drones . They are supposed to
stimulate the worker bees to greater efforts and the very best
even gets to "sting" a young virgin queen . . . although I doubt
that you are still willing and ready for such a high–flying stunt.
To me, the demarcation line separating our hobby into fun and
specialization is rather nebulous . The minute you spot two Tell
Boy stamps, for instance, of the same denomination but of diffe-
rent color and start looking them up in a catalog you are tech-
nically stepping over the threshhold of specialization or exper-
tise . Knowing more about those two stamps should not have dimi-
nished your fun in the gathering, sorting and preserving them.
The real difference, I believe, comes from the fact that some
among us are much more curious than others and are willing to
dig for that bone (take it from a guy who at eight dismantled
grandmother ' s cuckoo clock to the last splinter in order to get
behind that bird ' s sound–making capability . . .) . Some of us also
read a bit more than others, that ' s true, but as to the great
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memory assets you credit us with I take exception . Just come here

for a while and listen to some old-fashion cussing when the train
doesn't want to release that pigeonhole number it tucked things

away a long time ago. The trick in life, as one of my profs used
to hammer into us, is only to remember where we filed the stuff
we read away . On the average, most answers to complicated ques-

tions are much easier at hand than you think . Take , for instance,

that nice cover from Campione shown here.

A member and former Regional Director wanted to know why this of-
ficial letter from the Italian Postoffice in Campione is franked
with a Swiss stamp and posted and registered at Lugano in Switzer-

land . Give me more such easy questions! The answer is very simple:

"The rate of 80 cts is correct, i .e . 40 for the first 20 g + 40

for the registry . Campione, a tiny Italian enclave within Switzer-
land, became cutoff totally from the motherland in 1944 as a re-
sult of the collapse of the Italian army and govt . and the subse-

quent occupation of Northern Italy by the German Army . It was
authorized to print and use its own stamps for mail within the

community and to Switzerland . The same stamps, however, had no
validity within the rest of the UPU member states . Ergo, mail to

foreign destinations had to go thru Logano ' s main postoffice and
be franked to Swiss rate standards with Swiss stamps . Later on,
such foreign mail could also be effected with Italian stamps but

would no longer come thru Lugano for accountability but only for
transit purposes . But at no time, be it emergency or normal cir-

cumstances, was Campione ' s PO authorized to sell and cancel Swiss

stamps . The application of the publicity cancel, though, next
to the stamps was permitted . " -- So, that makes me an expert, I
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who don ' t own a single Campione stamp . . . Not quite . All I had to
do is stretch my arm to the nearest bookshelf and pull out my

Zumstein Spezial Katalog, and all that is neatly written up in a
few paragraphs under the heading ' Campione d ' Italia ' . But now that
I know, I would like to own one of these covers . . . because postal
history is fun, my friend, far from hard labor!

	

HRatz

Dear Editor:

This is my first letter to any editor . I feel compelled to write how delighted I am to
have articles like Strubel information by Herbert Brach in Tell . I might finally learn
how to distinguish the differences between some of the issues.

I also want to comment on how cooperative various individuals have been
with me in answering questions and providing assistance.

One last thought : Is it possible for some means to be set up so that we
members can learn of others with similar interests in AHPS? . ..

Keep up the good work .

	

Bob Grosso

Editor ' s reply : A complete membership list distributed to all and
showing our various collecting interests was "voted" as not too de-

sireable by the membership canvassed back in ' 83 . Fear of crime,
too much exposure to dealer sollicitations, etc . were cited as
main reasons and the board of directors subsequently decided that
we will not make the roster available to anyone other than the
few officers who need to know . I have added since another valid
reason for not doing it : One of our past Swiss members -- a born
moocher of the first order -- joined our society for the sole
purpose of obtaining names and addresses so that he could on his fre-

quent world tours freeload himself thru the States and Canada ; of
course, all in the name of philatelic friendship! -- The absence
of such a list should not prevent you from making contact with

other members with like-minded interests . I have suggested in the
past many times in TELL that members use more often the space in

our mini-ad section to ask for such meetings, be it for regular
get-togethers in cities or simply thru phone or correspondence.
Simply state your desire, name, address and phone . Those who want
to play will answer, the shy or too-busy ones will keep mum . As a
matter of fact, it is outright frustrating to watch how little the
mini-ad section, free to members to a large degree, is being used
by the membership . Look at what ' s in this issue : Only two members
have anything to offer! -- If you think that the mini-ad section
isn ' t the proper place for your message, simply drop a line to the
editor and he can weave it in his comments . TELL has always been
flexible, we publish almost anything with a few exceptions like

misleading ads (a Florida FL dealer used to hate our guts), press
releases from commercial outfits trying to tout their wares with-
out spending a buck and maybe an article or two for being a bit
long on fiscals or smacking of plagiarism . But true and honest
member requests and comments have never been refused . Just ring
the bell, sir . . .

	

HRatz
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A.H.P.S. CONVENTION NEWS
By Ed . C . Walton

Are you ready for TORONTO 1991?

After the Convention of October 1989, at Indianapolis, it was
decided that future conventions would take place only every
second year . So this is It ; and for the first time in its
history, the A .H .P .S . Convention will take place outside the
borders of the United States, in the exciting City of
Toronto, Province of Ontario, Canada, in June 1991.

A.H .P .S . has been invited to participate in STAMPEX '91, June
14 - 16 1991, which will be held in the Sheraton Centre Hotel
in downtown Toronto . STAMPEX is an annual competitive
philatelic exhibition at the National Level, under the
auspices of The Royal Philatelic Society of Canada with an
extensive bourse, with outstanding materials shown and
offered for sale by leading dealers from many parts of
Canada, the United States and Europe.

Toronto is a City that has much to offer besides a lively
philatelic market and the weather is usually very nice in
June . The convention hotel is well located, connecting with
the famous underground shopping lanes and it's only a few
steps to the clean, safe and fast Subway Transit System which
takes you to the fabulous Bloor Street shopping area, within
minutes.

Getting to Toronto is easy, either by highway, or by air.
From much of the North-East U .S .A ., including Indianapolis
and Chicago, it's an easy drive . Or fly to Toronto Pearson
International Airport, from anywhere in the world . The trip
from the airport to downtown, can be made using either the
regular airport bus service, or by limousine/taxi . A limited
number of rooms have been blocked out in the Sheraton Centre
for STAMPEX (@ $99 .00/day single or double, I'm informed).
However, there are several other hotels nearby, to suit every
taste and pocketbook.

An Information Package is being prepared, which will be
available in the near future, for those who are thinking of
coming to Toronto in '91.

So please get those exhibits ready for showing in Toronto
1991 and bring yourself and your companion along for a very
GOOD TIME!
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THE LAST COACH LEAVES
THE MOTHER LODE . ..

By Henry Ratz, Editor pro tem

Jim Hamilton reports that his November issue of TELL contained a
duplication of pages, while missing others . I hope this will prove

to be an isolated incidence where a single signature was dropped

into the wrong hopper by our printer ' s bindery crew . Should there

be more such cases, kindly return your defective copy to our

secretary and ask for a replacement copy . -- From phone calls and

letters I know by now that our switch to a new printer did not

much to improve the delivery schedule . Of course the print quality

went up substantially, but delivery by the USPS is the same old

sloppy jello thing . Some get it way early, others have to wait

for 4-5 weeks . Talk to your local post masters and bitch like I
do when Sacramento screws up ; you will see, even that big deaf-
mute elephant ultimately gets the message.

Our former editor Steve was recently denied the borrowing of some

Swiss-related reading matter from APRL in State College . With the
help of Ernie Bergman, a longtime AHPS member and currently a

Director-at-Large with APS, the following two principal avenues
were highlighted:

If you want to borrow literature from APRL in general, or
Swiss material in particular (whether AHPS donated it or not), you

have to meet one of the two criterias:
-- be a member of APS, or
-- if you are not a member of APS you send your request first

to our secretary and librarian Richard Hall , who will then

verify first for APRL your membership status with AHPS.

I don ' t know if, that was clearly explained to the membership back

in ' 84 when we transferred our library holdings to APRL . It is

important that you know, so you can enjoy the many fine texts on
Swiss philately we have sent since and keep sending to State
College (see review of some of the latest in the back of this issue).

On November 5 the long-expected facelift of the Swiss ATM postage

labels (FRAMAS) took place . A new paper with a new logo background
print in yellow-orange was introduced . The paper is white,
fluorescent and comes with dull adhesive, and was introduced at ATMs
installed in 30 different main postoffices on that day . As the
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old stock gets exhausted, the new paper will gradually be added to
the rest of the automates nationwide . For those of us who ex-

pected a radical departure from the past background imprints,

something à la Germany, the new design is a big letdown . Bla like

poi : The similarity with some yellow colored labels used in busi-

ness postage meters could also lead to substantial abuse by emp-

loyees . Oh well . . . it ' s really not my problem, but Frama collecting

has not become more exciting either.

You might be interested to know how far TELL reaches . Here are
the numbers from one of our last mailings : 432 USA, 22 Canada,
14 UK, 17 Switzerland, 1 France, 1 Ireland, 1 Germany, 1 Mexico,

1 Columbia, 1 Japan (Konnichi wa .)

Herb Brach reports that several members have asked him for the
manufacturer ' s address of the Etalon micrometer shown on TELL
March 90 issue cover . He made contact with the Swiss firm Pierre
Roch who informed him that their U .S . reps are:

BOREL & DUNNER, INC.
22530 Heslip Drive Telephone 313-347-5900

Novi, Michigan 48050 Fax : 313-347-5909

' Helvetia Genève 90" is history . See Ralph Soderberg ' s report fur-
ther back . I would like to make just two comments, both highly
personal, and I don ' t care if nobody agrees with me . For one, our
own TELL received a Silver and that ' s fine . Steve Weston is

tickled pink ; says it pays nicely for all the long hours . Really?
However, in that same literature competition were published single
works by individuals and societies that received Vermeils only, no

Gold was awarded . Not good enough, gentlemen of the jury, when you
know very well what it takes to produce some of these texts . There
is a hell of a lot more sweat equity in some of these fine publi-
cations than in most exhibits across the aisle, where a good
attendance record at the top auctions and a well-stuffed wallet

will do the trick . A little uptick for brain power seems long

overdue, and it does not always have to be reserved for jazzy

printing on slick glossy paper.
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Second : the point was recently made by Edgar Lewy, London Corres-
pondent for Linn's, that the millions of recent Replicas of world-

wide classic stamps (but more recently also of lower grade issues)
produced by a German printer and sold thru a Swiss Holding Co . are

creating real havoc in the stamp expertizing field in as much as
these expertizers are swamped with requests to examine thousands

of pieces of this type of garbage . That is now ; wait till these

pieces are 50 or 100 years old . The problem is not with the de-

tection of them by any knowledgeable collector, the problem is
with the zillions of average collectors who are going to get
skinned by the presence of such doodoo. As in the past, all of the

philatelic societies are paying lipservice to the problem but most
seem to be powerless to stem this latest proliferation created by
greed and stupidity, as there are really no laws in existence that

prohibit the sale of replicas of any master piece . After all, we
all have, at one time or another, bought and hung a print of a
painter on our walls . - Still, given the apprehension with which

some of the philatelic societies view these stamp replicas, I
cannot for the life of me understand why the Organization Commit-

tee of "Helvetia Genève 90" responsible to the VSPhV for producing
that show, would prostitute itself and accept a 4-color ad on the
inside front cover opposite the title page of all places in that

show catalog (highest paid ad in the entire catalog!), offering
the give-away of such a Facsimile print of the most favored and
cherished S. stamp, the Basel Dove . How tacky, how irresponsible!
Hey, les Genevois, have you ever heard of Mr . Fournier and the
messy legacy he left behind for us philatelists? I will not even
mention the name of the advertiser . Suffice to say, it ' s very sad

to see a name with such a long history peddle stuff like this,
even if it was meant for a cheap come-on.

The Royal Philatelic Society of London " inherited " the leftovers

of the literature entries from LONDON 90 exhibit (see TELL, p . 144,
July 90 issue) . Now they would like to see more TELLs, i .e . the
ones published before 1989 as well as the ones published since.
Unfortunately, we are out of past issues and can ill afford adding

yet one more name to our list of giveaways . Maybe one of our
distinguished UK members could accommodate them by donating
unneeded copies of our journal to their library . The address is:
I . D. Crane, Assistant Librarian, Journals, The Royal Philatelic
Society, London, 41 Devonshire Place, London WIN 1PE . Thank you!
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Standing Helvetia — A Simple Classification System

Back in 1983 when we published a partial translation of the classic Stehend&
Helvetia, 1882-1907, by Guinand/Valko/Doorenbos/Hertsch, we missed, among
other things, showing you the following simple classification system printed in the
back of that book . It's a very handy tool, and after using it a couple of times you
will notice how much easier it is to identify your holdings, or the ones at the
bourse you're hovering over while scratching your head. With these charts you
never get entangled with your pert gauge in those tiresome perf measurements
which never come out quite right anyhow . Further back in this issue you'll find
another—slightly more elaborate—approach to the problem at hand . This one
was devised by Ben Henson along popular classroom identification systems used
in other fields. For space reasons l had to reduce Ben's printouts quite a bit.
What I suggest to those who are interested in carrying these pages with them to
shows or dealers is to go to your library where they now have enlarging and
reducing xerox copiers and enlarge them back to a size that is less strenuous for
the eyes . — HR









The So-called Kocher Stamps

	

Dr. Max Gribi

Translated, with permission, from the BBZ, January 1980, by Dr. John Barrett
Reprinted from Helvetia Philatelic Society Newsletter April 1990

The Swiss Kocher stamps are the only known advertising labels with an imprinted
postage stamp. Advertising labels are known since 1885 and came from
Australia and New Zealand . After 1900 this idea was taken up in Germany, i .e.
by Jean Marie Farina (Eau-de-Cologne), in the Netherlands, in France and
Austria but especially in Switzerland . Advertising labels were available in the
USSR from 1923-29, and they were officially issued by the post offices.

All advertising labels were first affixed to the letter or postcard and afterwards
the postage stamp was affixed over the advertising stamp . Jean Kocher, from
Chaux-de-Fonds in the Jura, was the first to be fed up with this double sticking
business which was very time-consuming . He negotiated with the stamp control
people in Bern and they agreed on 28th May 1909 that he could imprint the
postage stamp on the advertising label . The stamp picture corresponds to the
changed drawing of the Tell boy (type 1, string in front of bow) in values of 2c and
5c, as well as the Helvetia portrait in the 10c value (Zum 117, 119, 120).

The Kocher advertising labels were available in violet, green, blue and red,
each with a white centre for the imprint of the postage stamp. On the top line, in
white, is written A . Kocher & fils, Magasins de l'Ancre, on either side is indicated
the business : Confections and Nouveautés, and on the bottom line the main
shop, La Chaux-de-Fonds and the branch, Vevey, on Lac Leman.

The consent to print the Kocher stamps was based on an incorrect interpre-
tation of a directive issued in September 1907 by the Postal Administration which
allowed personalized letters, postcards and wrappers to be imprinted with
postage values provided there was a minimum order of 500.

Jean Kocher acted quickly : on June 7th 1909 he placed an order for 2000
postage stamps to be imprinted on his advertising labels . Each value was printed
on all four colors of advertising labels. At the end of June 1909 another 10,000
Kocher labels were printed with the 5c Tell boy . The total issue consisted of 500
each of 2c in four colors = total 2000, 3000 each of 5c in four colors = total
12,000, and 500 each of 10c in four colors = 2000, altogether 16,000 stamps.

The Kocher stamp values 2 and 10c, as well as the first printing of 5c, were
printed in sheets of 20 stamps in five rows of four stamps without perforations.
The second printing of the 5c stamp were issued in larger perforated sheets . The
specialized catalogues value the perforated stamp higher than the imperforates.

That this makes sense is debatable : from the 2 and 10c values about 30%
are perforated on all four sides, 20% on two sides and 50% on three sides . With
the 5c value the proportion of perforated to imperforate is in sharp contrast ; there
are much fewer of the imperforates . Around 89% of all Kocher stamps are
perforated on all four sides, 8% on three sides and only 3% on two sides . The
expert is always delighted to be offered a 5c Kocher stamp perforated on two
sides as cheaper than one perforated on all four sides, which is 26 times more
prevalent.

On July 13th 1909 the 'mistake' was discovered by the stamp control office in
Bern and they wrote to Mr . Kocher, in French : "The use of overprinted advertising
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Postcard showing the 5c Tell boy
with the left side imperforate

10c value, Helvetia
bust Zum 120
in each of the four
border colors

labels has led to confusion among post offices . We are therefore obliged to
refuse any further orders for the printing of these stamps ."

After Jean Kocher refused to return the unused stamps, even after an offer of
compensation, he was allowed to use up his supplies . This was possible until
December 31st 1942 when the Tell boy and Helvetia issues of 1909/1911 were
withdrawn . A claim for compensation by Kocher against the PTT was refused, as
Kocher had printed another 60,000 labels during that time . During 1950,
according to Kocher's estimate, there were 8000 Kocher stamps of 5c value in
circulation, of which about two-thirds were in the USA. Of the 2 and 10c value
stamps there were about 300 each used and unused, on letters and all color
borders inclusive . In my opinion the 2c stamps are the rarest value as they were
date stamped for use in advertising mailing shots and the recipients mostly threw
them away. In the last 15 years (up to 1980-Ed .) despite extensive searches, l
found only two 2c value stamps on letters against thirty of the 10c value . Jean
Kocher gave away or exchanged many of his stamps, thereby losing account of
his holdings and in 1911 he realized he did not have a single 2c stamp with blue
border . He was obliged to buy one from a dealer for 100 gold francs!

These 'illegitimate' children of the Swiss Post, which are at least placed on
an equal basis with the Hotel and Telegraph stamps, can be classed as a genuine
collecting area since they are only obtainable from dealers or appear in auctions .
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AHPS Auction 90 is divided into two sections . The first
part is the regular auction and the second consists or don-
ated items received too late to be included in the November
Donation Auction . There are some very attractive items in
both sections . Please send your bids at an early date.
The next auction is planned for the May, 1991 issue of

TELL . Lots must he received prior to March 15 in order to
he included in Auction 91 .

	

Items that are repaired or that

have defects of almost any kind do not sell so please make
sure lots submitted are free of such conditions.

AHPS Auction 90

	

Closing Date Feb . 15 1991

Values are from Zumstein 1991 Catalog unless stated other-
wise ; 1 sFr = $ .75 .

	

Submit bids to Vinal Grim, Pt) Box 674,
Minocqua, W1 54548.

Lot . Description	 .._ 	___$Catalog/Est.

1

	

Z . 1261 (Sc . 167a) 1914 William Tell, 10 c ., pair, fine used;
uneven perfs on top, single centered cds cancel with second
partial cancel on extreme right 	 $75 .00

2

	

Z . 163y-164y 1940 Coat of Arms issue, chalk paper, used ; per-
forations normal for this issue 	 $98 .00

3

	

Z . 166 (Sc .203) 1924 Shield issue 2 F ., Mint F ; very light
hinge reminder	 $179 .00

4

	

Z . 205Ay (Sc . 232) 1936 Landscape Issue, re-engraved 20c.
value, smooth gum paper, MNH, VF ; attractive set of 3 items,
single, right margin block of 4 and interspace pairs in S .49

block of four, minimum hid $120 	 $176 .00

5

	

Z . 245-51 Ab .9 Historic Designs, verge paper, M LH; Amateur
Collector	 $125 .00

6

	

Z . 319 Rt .] 40e . Football World Cup, "off Miami " retouch,
Mint LH ; VF, Amateur Collector	 $35 .00

AIRMAIL

7

	

Z . F2 (Sc . C2) 1919 Propeller Overprint, 50 c ., MH, VF ; light

8
9

$35 .00	 $49 .00

10 Z . F14 (Sc . C13) 1929 Airmail 35c . value, MH, VF	 $38 .00

11 Z . F14z (Sc . 13a) 1933 Airmail 35c . grilled gum, used VF;

small partial cds cancel on upper left	 $56 .00

12 Z . F .16-18 (Sc . C16-18) 1918 Airmail Set, MNH, VF 	 $25 .00

13 Z . F.42 (Sc . C42) 1947 Special Flight ' SWISSAIR ' , block of 4,
MNH, VF ; minimum bid $50 .00	 $75 .00

SEMI-POSTALS	 OFFICIALS	 INTERNATIONAL OFFICES

14 Z . K .11 (Sc. 82a) 1915 Pro Juventute 5c . tete-beche, MH,VF..$94.00

15 Z . WI 7 (Sc . B7) 1917 Pro Juventute 3(+2)c . used pair on
piece ; each stamp with almost SON cancel	 $135 .00

16 Z . WI 21-24 (Sc B21-24) 1922 PJuventute, used F ; all with cds$98.00

hinge mark, minimum bid $40 .00	 $90 .00

Z .

	

F .5 (Sc . C5)

	

1923 Air 25c .

	

value,

	

block of 4,

	

MNH,

	

VF	 $96 .00

Z .

	

F .7 (Sc . C7)

	

1923 Air 40c .

	

value,

	

MNH,

	

VF ;

	

minimum bid
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17

	

Z . Wll 3-7 (Sc . 11100-4) 1941) Pro )'Patria, MNH, VF	 $37 .110

18 Z . WII 102 (Sc . B297) 1960 Pro Patria SS, MNH,F 	 $63 .00

19 Z . Wll 19 (Sc . 8119) 1942 Pro Patria SS, MNH, VF	 $112 .00

20 Z . Wlll 5,7 1936 Pro Patria, 10(+5)c . and 30(+10)c . values

from SS, used, VF ; each has crisp LR corner cancel	 $30 .00

21 Z . Dll 28y/30y-36y 1938 Landscape Overprinted Cross issue, 8

blocks of four, MNH, VF	 $40 .00

22

	

Z . Dlll S .D.N . 47y, 48y, 69, 50y Type I, 70, 52y, 53y, 54y,

55y, nine blocks of 4, unused, VF ; each with single centered

cancel	 $80 .00

23 Z . DIII 13-15 (Sc . 2027-29) League of Nations 1922 issue,

high values, MNH,VF ; perfectly centered, minimum bid $900 . .$1125 .00

24 Z . DIII 13-15 (Sc . 2027-29) 1922 League of Nations Issue,
high values, MNH, VF ; perfect centering, top left corner

margins attached, rare thus, 3 Fr . natural gum corner ridge

does not affect face of stamp, minimum bid $900 	 $1125 .00

25 Z . P 21G lI Postage Dues, 100 c ., used, fine ; group con_
sists of 2 blocks of 4, one pair ( I h and I N) and a sin-

gle " open zeros " variety, pair has pulled perfs on left

stamp	 $84 .00

26 Z . PP 78 (Sc . S6a) 20e . franchise stamp w/o control no .,

Fine ; upper right corner cancel, minimum bid $20 .00	 $52 .00

COVERS

27 Z . 309-12 (Sc . 340-43) 1952 Telegraph issue on unaddressed
FDC ; no cachet, very clean	 $37 .00

28 Z . 332-33 (Sc . 363-64) 1957 Europa unaddressed cacheted

FDC (2) ; one cover franked with pair of Z .332, the other

with pair of Z.333, German cancels	 $77 .00

29 Z . WI 143-17 (Sc . B217-21) 1952 Pro Juventute unaddressed

FDC on small envelope ; low value in UR with other stamps on
the left with single centered cancel 	 $88 .00

30 Z . WIT 51-55 (Sc . B201-5) 1951 Pro Patria set. on large (about
5 ' x8 ' ) grey Express envelope ; stamps are nicely arranged with

two well placed cancels and additional cds in clear area	 $84 .00

31 Z . WII 71-75 (Sc . B242-461 1955 Pro Patria cacheted FDC,
French cancel ; typed description of stamps in address posit-
ion of cover, very clean attractive item 	 $88 .00

32 Z . DVII 22-27,21 (Sc .7O21-26,27) 1955 United Nations issue

on 2 cachet, unaddressed FDC; clean items	 $53 .00

33 Z . 286-89 (Sc . B297-300) Liechtenstein registered airmail FDC

to NY ; single centered Vaduz cancellation, backstamped Buchs

(St. Gallen),minimum bid $15 	 $49 .00

34 Z . 301-3 (Sc . 312-14) Liechtenstein registered airmail FDC
addressed to Houston, TX ; Vaduz cds cancel, back stamped Buchs

(St . Gallen) and Houston	 $84 .00

MISCELLANEOUS

35 Z . 228-39 (Sc. 256-67) 1939 National Exhibition issue on 3
PTT Sheetlets ; VF canceled 14 .IX .39 with official German ex-
position cancel, Est	 $90 .00

36 Z . 355-72 (Sc .382-99) 196(1 Historic Monuments in 2 PTT Book-

lets No . 26,27, MH ; very clean	 $35 .00
37 PTT Booklets (3) 1962 Pro Juventute sets, canceled, 1962 Pro

Juventute SS canceled, 1959 Z .DVII 28-30 (Sc . 7028-30) ; fold-
ers No . 49, 50, 23 respectively, very clean, Est 	 $30 .00

38 Z . DV 29-39 (Sc . 4029-39) BlE set on 2 PTT Collection Sheets
No . 121, 122 ; cds Geneve 14/Palais Wilson/22 .IX .58, Est	 $80 .0O
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39 K-Cancels ; 75 pieces from local post offices with current
cancellations from towns that had PLZ changes in 1988, none

beyond K-900 (see TELL, July 1988 pp . .148-9) minimum bid	 $25 .00
40 K-Cancels ; 68 pieces about 3 " x 4 1/2 " each with cancel over

corner of stamp and one in clear space, all current cancels
from local po.s that had PLZ changes in 1988, Minimum bid	 $33 .00

DONATION AUCTION	 DONATION AUCTION

41 Z . 23B/Pf. 1, Strubel 10 Rp . blue on small (3" X 4 1/4")
folded letter cover ; 3 margins, frame line cut into at top
left, cds " Burglen 25 Dec 55 " and separate diamond cancel
ties stamp to letter, cover is . somewhat soiled, Zumstein

sFr . 260, estimate	 $125 .00

42 Z . 22C (Sc . 24) Strubel 5 Rp . brown ; almost 4 frame lines
with right slightly cut into and left somewhat faded, small
separation in lower margin, federal grill cancel 	 $105 .00

43 Z . 23G (Sc . 37) Strubel 10 Rp . blue ; three full framelines
with top cut into at left, light SON cds cancel 	 $11 .00

44 Z . 24G (Sc . 38) Strubel 15 Rp . rose ; 3 frame lines (L,T,R)
with nice margins, almost SON Basel cancel 	 $56 .00

45 Z . 25G (Sc . 39) Strubel 20 Rp . orange ; used, full left frame

line and margin, others cut into	 $75 .00
46 Z . 45/Pf .1 1881 Sitting Helvetia, 5 Rp ., double impression

of numeral, MH, F	 $34 .00

47 Z . 111/113/162 (Sc . 135/139/142) Helvetia with Sword, 35e .,

50c . and 70e . values, MH except Z . 111, MNH, F	 $53 .00
48 Z . 163-66 (Sc . 200-203) 1924 Shield Issue, MH ; three low val-

ues have perf defects, 2 Fr . value fine, Zumstein catalog

$300 .00, Estimate	 $200 .00

49 Z . 166z 1933 Shield Issue, 2 Fr . grilled gum, used block
of 4, F; centered cancel (somewhat smudged on left) and
trace of second cancel on edge of bottom right stamp	 $131 .00

50 Z . 243-51 (Sc . 270-78) 1941 Historical Designs, MH, F 	 $40 .00

51 Z . 295/A2 1949 UPU 25c . value, MH ; background shift in "%E1 "
of HELVETIA, Amateur Collector	 $10 .00

52 Z . 313 (Sc . 344) 1953 Zurich Airport 40c ., used, F	 $19 .00

53 Z . 313 (Sc . 344) 1953 Zurich Airport, used, F ; nice cds
cancel (1/2) on left side 	 $19 .00

54 Z . 318 (Sc . 349) 1953 Publicity 25c ., used, F ; SON cds	 $6 .00
55 Assorted blocks of 4, used, includes Z . 195/197/215/251/306

plus Z . W .l PJ 123/129/130 and Z . W .IIl 19 ; single centered
cds cancels on 215/123/129/19 	 $72 .00

56 Remainder from previous Donation Auction mounted inAHPS
Sales Circuit. Hook contains 7 stamps ;

	

Airs, MH F6-7, Used

F10/13/42, Postage One P . 21B, used (OR corner reinforced),
S.D.N. 0.111 23, used, Estimate 	 $200.00

57 Z . WI 6 (Sc . B6) 1916 Pro Juventute 10(+5)c ., MH, F ; fresh	 $117 .00

SEMI-POSTALS

58 Z . WI 45-48 (Sc . H45-48) 1928 Pro Juventute, used, F ; nicely
canceled with small LL corner cancel on high value	 $14 .00

59 Z . WI 129-32 (Sc . B 187-901 1949 Pro Juventute, used B/4, VF;
each with light single centered cancel 	 $89 .00

60 Pro Juventute sets on 3 cacheted FDC ; 1960 Reg . to CA, 1961
to CA and 1964 Reg . to Holland	 $47 .00

61 Z . Z 411 (WI 151/150 + 150/151) 1953 P Juventute B/4, MNH, VF $75 .00
62 Z . W II 1z (Sc . B 90a) 1938 Pro Patria, grilled gum, MH, F 	 $23 .00
63 Z . W II 26-29 (Sc . B146-49) 1945 Pro Patria set, used, F'	 $50 .00
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Why the Basel Dove was Late

	

Al Altwegg

Virtually every stamp collector with any pretense to the name knows that the
British introduced the first prepaid adhesive postage stamp—the renowned Penny
Black—a hundred and fifty years ago this year.

Less well known, however, is the fact that the next stamps to follow the
British idea were the "Ox Eyes" of Brazil, followed then by stamps issued by three
of the cantons (states) of Switzerland—Zurich, Geneva, and Basel, in that order,
all three of which operated their own regional postal systems.

And virtually no one is aware of the fact that the postal system of Basel might
have beaten Zurich to the honor of being the first stamp-issuing postal system on
the continent of Europe—the third in the world—if the officials of Basel had not
gotten all wrapped up in the idea of creating another innovation : mail boxes!

But that's what happened, according to information dug up by the philatelic
researcher Ant . Abele of Basel and published in 1945—on the centennial of the
Basel Dove—as a monograph reprint of two excerpts from the Schweizer
Briefmarken Zeitung, the official monthly journal of the national association of
Swiss stamp clubs.

The fact is that the city council of Zurich decided to adopt postage stamps for
its mail on Jan . 21, 1843, and on that same day the city government of Basel
reached the same decision . The Baslers directed their cantonal director of mails,
Johannes Bernoulli, to proceed with the introduction of his proposed "franco
etiquettes", as they were called in the city council's records.

But the Basel postal administration was just as smitten with another idea that
had also just come along—the proposal to install mail boxes in eight locations
around the city of some 26,000 population, boxes into which lettersenders could
drop their mail for dispatch . Combining letters with prepaid postage with letter-
drops around the city made for a more efficient mail system (even though some
people felt that prepaying postage was a discourtesy, in that it implied the reci-
pients could not afford to pay for the letters sent to them).

In Zurich, it took only 6 1/2 months from the time the city government
approved the use of postage stamps until the stamps were produced and put on
sale . In the case of Basel, however, postage stamps were not taken that
urgently . And so it actually took 29 1/2 months from the time the idea of postage
stamps was approved until they finally came into use on July 1, 1845.

Geneva also got busy using postage stamps, issuing several in the time it
took Basel to get its new system going, so that the Basel Dove, eventually, was
only the twelfth postage stamp to be issued and used, worldwide . A reorgan-
ization of the Basel postal commission in the years between 1843 and 1845 did
not help speed things up, either.

In that time frame, Basel was home to an artist-architect, highly regarded in
the community for his talents . His name was Melchior Berri, and he was an
interesting personage . He was instrumental in bringing about a new style of
architecture to the city in the middle of the 19th century.

Basel was essentially destroyed by an earthquake in 1356, and after that it
was rebuilt in the style of the Middle Ages ; it remained largely intact until 1825,
with baroque construction interspersed but harmonious with it . But then, as one
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writer expressed it, at the beginning of the 19th century man dreamt of Greek
temples and Italian "palazzi" . And then along came the very young architect
Melchior Berri, born in 1801, who at the age of only 21 provided the first Basel
building in the so-called "classical" style—a new city casino . To build it, a part of
the city walls had to be torn down . And from then on, it was a new architectural
era in Basel, and square buildings with flat roofs in the new style were built all
about the city . Not all of the new buildings were designed by Berri, but his
designs started it.

And it was that same man, Melchior Berri, who was called upon to design
Basel's new mail boxes and, included in the bargain, what was to become that
famous stamp, the Basel Dove.

As the Basel Dove was approaching its hundredth birthday, researcher A.
Abele went looking for documentation about its history . He discovered that
descendants of Melchior Berri still had private papers of their famous forefather,
including a "copy book" in which he kept letters written at the time of the creation
of the mail boxes and the Dove.

Thus it is that we learn, from Abele's writing, some of the pertinent facts
about those creations . We learn, for instance, that the mail boxes to be installed
in building walls were produced in cast iron in Munich, at a cost of 1,262 Swiss
francs. But a note in the records comments that the proposal had indicated the
cost would be only 910 .25 francs. A cost over-run in those days? One of the
original mailboxes, incidentally, is still in use in Basel . Located in the wall of the
old city gate, called the Spalentor, it has been commemorated on a Swiss stamp
issued as a Europa stamp in 1979 (see illustration, courtesy PTT Revue).

We also learn that in 1845 three letter carriers delivered the first letters
franked with the Basel Dove . Their names were Dietrich Munzinger, J . J . Scherb,
and K . L . Elsner.

We further learn that it was Melchior Berri's idea to put the white dove on the
postage stamp in relief as a means of preventing forgery of the stamps. It is
interesting to note that from the very beginning of postage stamps, their designers
and creators were fully aware of the fact that they were "Wertzeichen"—papers of
value—and that they might be subject to counterfeiting.

Berri liked the idea of the flying dove with a letter in its beak and incorporated
the design in both the mail boxes and the stamps . The Dove was produced by
the printing plant of H . Benjamin Krebs in Frankfurt am Main, Germany, and a
letter from Berri specified more or less the way he envisioned the stamp.

As any printer can testify, everyone always wants a fine job, done yesterday.
And it was that way with the Dove as well . Thus Berri wrote to the printer that
while the postal commission was desirous of getting the attractive stamps
proposed, it also needed them urgently . The printer was further asked to execute
an oath not to deliver any of the stamps to anyone else.

Abele further sought to determine how many of the Basel Doves were
printed . But this proved to be an intricate and difficult chore . He worked with bills

From a photo contest among postal employees comes this prize-winning shot by
Karl Linder, Basel, of the historic Spalentor mailbox . — PTT Revue.
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paid, but they paid for services other than the stamp printing . Suffice it to say that
eventually Abele determined, to his own satisfaction, that two printings were
actually made, the first delivery being on June 18 of 1845, in a quantity of 20,880
stamps, and the second delivery of 20,600 stamps on Aug . 17, 1847. Thus, a
total of 41,480 stamps were supposedly delivered . Later, when the Swiss federal
government took over the postal system for the nation, some of the Basel stamps
were handed over to them and later destroyed . Those numbers remain proble-
matical.

In any event, whatever the number printed or used, it is easy to determine

that by today the Basel Dove is an extreme rarity . The small supply that reaches
the market, in auctions for instance, is testimony to that.

. . . as experienced by Ralph Soderberg.

Geneve 90 was the Swiss National Stamp Exhibition held in
Geneva September 5-16, 1990 . A Swiss National is held only
once every six years and can be compared to an International
with over 3500 frames and twelve days duration . The last Na-
tional was NABA-ZÜRI in Zurich, June 22-July 1, 1984, see Tell
Vol .

	

Geneve 90 was held at Palexpo, a very large con-
vention center near the Geneva airport . Palexpo accommodated
the show on one level, using only about a third of its area.

On one side was an International Renault car show and con-
vention, on the other side the International Bridge Champion-
ships were held.

The show was spacious with the Swiss PTT holding center
stage with numerous counters available for the purchase of
stamps, the special souvenir sheet, as well as the cancella-
tions on request . The 460 exhibits fanned out in sections,
with wide aisles separating them into Court of Honor, Cham-
pionship Class, Jury Class . The competition was divided into
Traditional Philately, Postal History, Air & Astro Philately,
Thematic, and Youth . Lining the outer walls were the booths
of sixty dealers and eighteen foreign postal administrations.
Areas for eating, drinking, and resting were in the corners.

I arrived in Geneva on September 5 after the usual long
overnight flight . Switzerland has a new value-added tax which
caused me to spend about three hours getting my exhibits thru
customs . Once at Palexpo things went smoothly with mounting,
thanks to the excellent help of Mr . Rellstab.

The show opened at 10 am on the 6th, with an official ope-
ning taking place the evening before -- by special invitation
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only . A band provided the entertainment, followed by several
speeches by the mayor of Geneva, Andre Hediger, the president
of the Union of Swiss Philatelic Societies, Peter Christen,
and by Federal Councillor, Adolf Ogi. An informal viewing of
the exhibition followed and around 7 pm a very nice official
cocktail reception was enjoyed.

On September 6 we had our AHPS luncheon at the Holiday Inn
near the Palexpo . Those attending from the U.S . were Harlan
Stone, Charles LaBlonde, Dr . and Mrs . Harper Willis, Mr . and
Mrs . John Steinberg, Peter von Euw, Gene Kelly, and myself.
Our Swiss and British members were Roland Kohl, Rolf Rölli,
Michael Rutherfoord, and Fred Pickard ; other friends included
Mrs . Alma Lee (president of our sister society, the H .P .S . of
Great Britain), Mr . and Mrs . Heinz Katcher, and Marcel Kottelat
Luncheon was special in cooking our own slices of beef, lamb
and pork on individual hot stones, complemented with an
assortment of sauces. A good time was had by all.
The highlight on September 7 was an evening cocktail party

with wonderful canapés and wines hosted by Mr . and Mrs . Heinz
Katcher at their hotel in downtown Geneva . This lovely gath-
ering was saddened by the news of the death of our dear friend
Felix Ganz, affecting many of us.

During the first few days much time was spent checking the
dealers' stock, alternating with viewing the many exhibits,
the majority displaying Swiss material . There were only a few
nice items of interest to me but certainly no bargains and
with the very unfavorable exchange rate (1 Fr . = $ .78) the
purchases were minimal . I did find a number of inexpensive
(10-50 Fr .) Cross and Numeral cards and covers with destina-
tions such as Leh, Ladakh, via Bombay and Strinagar, Haiphong,
Tonkin, Asie and Tunis with postage due, etc . I was also
shown two very nice Sitting Helvetia covers, one to Japan, the
other to Chungking, China, and when I expressed interest was
told that the purchase price would be 14,000 Fr . for the two!
And that with a very straight face . ..

The exhibits were wonderful, particularly the ones in the
Court of Honor and Championship Class . The Cantonals were
unbelievable with such items as a strip of three Double Genevas
with top sheet margin inscription, a Winterthur 2 Rp . block
of eight on cover, Zurich 4 Rp . singles and pairs on covers,
etc . My favorite exhibit was "Destinationen", a 10-frame study
of the Swiss rates to foreign destinations between 1850 and
1882 . Over 90 different foreign destinations were on display
and the frankings were just lovely . Rate tables were presented
as well and when I discussed the exhibit with the owner he
indicated that he would have a publication of the subject in
about two years . I certainly hope so . The exhibit received a
Large Gold with Special Prize.

The judging at Geneve 90 was extremely tough, leaving many
people unhappy with medals that had dropped one or two levels.
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Photo Soderberg

An international
gathering of
Helvetia connois-
seurs (from left
to right) : Rölli,
Kohl, LaBlonde,
Rutherfoord,
Willis, Mrs . Lee,
Kelly, Mrs . Willis,
Steinberg, Pickard,
Mrs. Steinberg,
Stone, Kottelat,
and Katcher.

A scene from the
official opening.

Steamer HELVETIE
with Geneva's
waterfront as
backdrop.
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The jury used the new FIP point system for Internationals
(1988) . There were fewer than one half as many gold level
awards as at NABA-ZÜRI in 1984, and one fourth of these were
Championship Class exhibits that were placed back into jury
competition! Considering the International form of judging,
the small group of exhibits from AHPS did reasonably well.
Geneva's Postal History, 1750-1870, by Charles LaBlonde, Sil-
ver-Bronze . Switzerland's Perforated Sitting Helvetia, Produc-
tion and Use, 1862-1883, by Harlan Stone, Vermeil . Switzer-
land, The Sitting Helvetia Issue, 1862-1881, by Ralph Soder-

berg, Gold . Switzerland, The Standing Helvetia Issue, 1882-
1907, by Ralph Soderberg, Large Vermeil . Tell, in the litera-

ture class, Silver.
With the exhibition lasting twelve days, there was ample

time for other activities such as shopping and touring Geneva,

taking a day on the Steamer around Lake Geneva, spending a
pleasant day in Gruyere with the Steinbergs, etc . The high-
light of my trip occurred on the 13th with a trip to Bern as
the guest of Marcel Kottelat . On arrival we visited the new
Philatelic Museum, opened only a few weeks before . The ex-

hibits, in pull-out frames, were wonderful, including platings
of both Zurich 6, a full sheet of Geneva Large Eagle, a part
sheet of 15 Basel Doves complemented by a cover with six Basel

Doves, etc . A surprise was a collection of U .S . Classics dona-
ted by Charles Hirzel which included multiples and covers of
U .S . #1 and #2, etc . After a delicious lunch we proceeded to
Dr . Kottelat's home for a truly rare experience . He showed me
many of his treasures pertaining to my Sitting Helvetia inter-

ests . The proofs were exceptional , with a glassine containing
several black die proofs, partial sheets of 25 of the proofs
on gold and silver paper with trial cancellations and attempts
at their removal from the top row, multiples of 20 of the 5c.
in various colors including purple, noted on the reverse "co-

lor accepted for use" . Covers included lovely mixed frankings
and foreign destinations . The best part was the philatelic

friendship of Dr . Kottelat.
On September 15 the Palmares banquet was held at the Hotel

Noga Hilton in downtown Geneva with over 500 people attending.
Dinner and the wines were excellent . My friend Josef Marti
won the Grand Award for his 10 frames of Cantonals and

Imperforate Issues.
The exhibition ended at 4 pm on September 16 . Dismounting

my exhibit was accomplished at the appointed time, again with
a helping hand from Mr . Rellstab . Because of Customs require-
ments for the VAT I had to leave my exhibits at Palexpo and
the next morning, with moderate delay, they were transported to
Customs at the airport and eventually returned to me . I am
very pleased to have participated in Geneve 90 . The next Na-
tional will be held in Basel which I hope will present less
problems with Customs by then for foreign exhibitors .
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Strubel : General Information

Continued from p . 197, Tell, Nov . 1990

C. Silk thread : The incorporation of a silk thread into the paper during
the papermaking process as a security measure is the subject of a patent
granted to John L . S. Dickinson in 1839 . Inasmuch as postage stamps
were valuables that were treated by the issuing states with the same care
and control as bank notes, any protective measures that could be taken
to make forgeries difficult were readily adopted . Thus we find immediate
acceptance of Dickinson's silk thread paper for the EnglishMulready
prepaid envelopes of 1840, the English 10p and 1 Sh stamps of 1847/48,
for the production of Bavarian stamps from 1849-1868 and those of
Schleswig-Holstein from 1850 on .
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The use of the silk thread in the manufacture of the paper for all the
Strubel issues gives us a valuable tool for their identification, as different
color threads were used during different printing periods:

First we have the use of an emerald thread which was used in the
following printings, on Pasing paper:

First Munich Printing 1852 All Aa
Subsequent Munich Prints 1853 All A
First Berne Printing 1854/55 All B
Emergency Berne Printing 1857 All F

In October of 1854, the director of the Berne Mint decided to employ a
different color thread for each denomination as a security measure,
retaining the green color only for the 20 Rappen value . The following
were printed, on Pasing paper:

5 Rp, yellow thread

	

1855 22 C
10 Rp, light red thread

	

1855 23 C (a-c)
40 Rp, brown thread (early printing) 1855 26 C

1 Fr, black thread

	

1855 27 C

The yellow thread was found to be too light in color and hardly visible in
artificial light . It was decided to use the existing stocks of paper with that
thread for the least-used value, the 1 Franc stamp, and to switch the 5
Rp to the black thread; hence:

5 Rp, black thread (early printing) 1856 22 D
1 Fr, yellow thread

	

1856 27 D

On an der Sihl paper, the following were printed :

22 D5 Rp, black thread (later printing) 1857
10 Rp, dark red thread 1858? 23 C (d-f)
15 Rp, blue thread 1857 24 D
40 Rp, brown thread (later printing) 1857 26 C

In order to avoid complications arising from the use of various colored
threads both in inventory and production at a time of increased needs, it
was decided to use green thread exclusively for the last Berne printing
period . Thus, on an der Sihl paper:

Last Berne Printing

	

1857/62

	

All G

N.B. The "E" series, according to this theory, is a thin paper reject sub-
variety of Pasing paper or of 1855 and 1856 printings that were pressed
into service at a time of shortage late in 1856 and early 1857.

The tabulation is adapted from d 'Aujourd'hui's work.

The silk threads in the Strubel paper were strung about 25 mm apart
and since the height of the stamp design (without margins) is 24 .5 mm, it
is rare that stamps without threads or with two threads have come down
to us . (Distinction must be made here between missing silk threads,
where the thread was never in the paper, and detached silk threads,
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which were usually the result of manual separation of stamps, taking
advantage of the paper break so frequently encountered between
Strubels, or the use of dull scissors, which resulted in the thread being
pulled out of the paper ; this usually left a faintly visible line in the paper).

D. Printing : For all concerned, the novel process combining embossing
with typography was a difficult one . The pressure required to get the
paper to form correctly was higher than normally applied in printing and
took its toll on the presses . The printers soon learned that the paper was
most resistant to conform to the draw of the dies, particularly since the
adhesive, which had to be applied prior to printing (to prevent distortion)
added a tough and reluctant membrane . (The fact that the adhesive was
applied first is responsible for the typical paper breaks between Strubel
stamps, due to the difference in expansion and contraction between the
paper and adhesive layers in the forming process).

Weiss soon learned that the more he humidified the paper, the more
malleable it became, and that the introduction of heat helped the process.

Berne reports in April 1856 that specially built Dingier letter presses
are used for this printing, which could have smaller platen areas for this
purpose since a single operator can only print a sheet of 25 stamps at a
time in order to achieve any depth of the embossing . The individual
printing cliches were made out of brass and fixed onto a type-metal base;
once assembled, the individual cliches were fixed within a rigid frame by
means of screws . The brass usually showed signs of wear after 30,000
impressions and the cliches were usually replaced after 40,000 in Berne
(Munich reputedly made the change after 60,000 impressions).

The counter-plates, which had to be shaped to make the paper
conform to the dies, were made of guttapercha (a natural rubber) and a
rubber cloth was placed between it and the paper for protection of the
plate through its cushioning action . This system was in use from the
beginning in Munich until the period of the last Berne printings . At that
time, the rubber plates were replaced by counters made of sealing wax,
resulting in the loss of relief and sharpness of impression . Aesthetics
were sacrificed for the sake of production speed . We encounter the flat,
unclear printing resulting from this as early as the beginning of 1857;
simultaneously, the distance between cliches was reduced and since the
time period coincides with the introduction of an der Sihl paper, the
suspicion has been voiced that smaller sheet dimensions from this
supplier necessitated the reduction in printing area.

Given the differences in paper gauge and hardness, the changes in
atmospheric conditions (relative humidity and temperature, particularly),
added to the fact that the ink was applied onto the printing plates by hand
roller and that each operator, no doubt, exercised the prerogative of
adding his own artistic touch to the operation of the manual presses, it is
no wonder that a multiplicity of very different looking stamps was
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produced. What is curious to note is that special care seems to have
been taken in the printing of the entire production of some stamps
(second printing of 26C) and none at all with others (23C, dark red
thread).

In Munich, the stamps were printed in sheets of 100, which were cut
into quarters and delivered in sheets of 25 (5 x 5) stamps . In Berne,
printing was done in sheets of 25 until the last period (1857), when the
purchase of a new press permitted a change to the printing of 50-stamp
sheets, which were cut in half.

Delivery of stamps to local post offices took place in sheets of 25
stamps which were inserted into special envelopes, usually ten sheets at
a time. The envelopes measured 144 x 115 mm, or such a tight fit that,
very much to our chagrin, sheet margins often had to be trimmed to allow
free insertion.

The distance between stamps, which is the result of the different
cliche settings within the frame, is thought by some to be an identification
tool accurate enough to lead to a Strubel classification system when used
in conjunction with other criteria, such as cancellations and thread colors.
This is a polemic l am not prepared to enter into here. Suffice it to say
that there are, with certain exceptions, measurable differences between
issues. While there are distance ranges, measured vertically between
stamps, of 0 .8 to 1 .0 mm in the Munich prints, and these distances get
reduced somewhat in the early Berne printings, to end with distances as
small as 0 .3 to 0 .6 mm in the last Berne printings, it must be pointed out
that there very often are differences in the same sheet, not to speak of
the same issue . The distances are, very definitely, a criterion to be taken
into account in the identification of a stamp ; so is the alignment of the
cliches, which for some issues is very regular and for others totally
skewed. The distance between cliches of any given issue also gives us a
limit to expectations regarding widths of margins.

Printing inks employed in the production of Strubels were based on
inorganic pigments and plant indigo, with the exception of the ink used on
the 1 Franc value, which was based on the first synthetic dye "Mauvein";
this, unfortunately, proved to be sensitive to light exposure and even to
water contact, so that few copies today show the original violet-gray
shade . The pigments were dispersed in linseed oil . The inks were
applied, as mentioned above, by hand roller.

E. Cancellations : If, on first blush, there seems to be no rhyme or
reason to the multiplicity of cancellations that can be found on Strubels,
that is largely due to the number of times the Swiss postal authorities
changed their minds and issued directives, very often contradicting each
other, on the subject.

Without going into great detail, the following should serve as a
general guide for the time period spanned by the use of St r ubels:
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1) Period Sep 15 - Oct 1, 1854 : Predominantly grill cancels, mainly
black, often blue, rarely red ; P .P. (Postage Paid), P .D. (Paid to
Destination), "Franco" and "Charge" cancellations are found less frequently.
Among the rare cancellations are Geneva rosettes, pen cancellations,
ornamental figures, monograms, circles, designs with broken or crossed
lines and a number of others.

2) Period Oct 1 - Nov 7, 1854 : All of the above, plus circular date stamps
and straight-line cancels.

3) Period Nov 7, 1854 - May 23, 1857: While a directive of Dec . 7, 1854
covers most of this period and makes the use of black grill cancels oblig-
atory, these still appear occasionally in blue and rarely in red . Straight-
line town cancels, pen cancels and circular date stamps are seen
occasionally.
4) Period May 23, 1857 - July 31, 1863 : May 23, 1857 constitutes a
watershed ; as of that date, the use of the grill cancels was discontinued
and black circular date stamps were to be used exclusively . This gave
rise to the old adage : "Grill cancels before May 23, 1857, circular date
stamps thereafter" . While not quite true, it is a good starting point for
dating purposes. In effect, all grill cancellers in possession of all post
offices had to be turned in to Berne upon receipt of the directive, and this
was done. Grill cancels disappear as if by magic . However, in addition to
the black CDS, these appear occasionally in blue . Rectangular date
stamps, straight-line town cancels and pen cancellations (especially on
high values) continue to be found until the end of the Strubel period.
A note is in order here . While the German "Raute" refers to the shape of
the common early cancellations (lozenge, diamond, rhomboid), English
usage centers on the visual impression of the parallel lines, and "grill" or
"grid" cancel are the terms usually employed to describe them.

For those interested in more detail on the subject of cancellations, the
Handbook of Cancellations of Swiss Stamps 1843-1907 by F. X. Andres
and Hans Emmenegger is recommended as an eye-opener to an entire
world of collecting specialization.
Addendum: If the normally black cancels on Strubels vary greatly in
quality and give a greasy impression at times, this is easily explained by
the fact that the individual post offices prepared their own ink, according
to the following recommended formula : Lamp black or printer's black,
dispersed either in linseed oil or pork lard.

The substance of the text is from Hans F . Hunziker's "Strubel"
published by Zumstein & Cie in Berne in 1986 . The tabulation
of the silk threads is from Walter d'Aujourd'hui's "Switzer-
land, A New Classification of the "Strubel" Issue Sitting Hel-
vetia Imperforate . 1854-1862" published by the Swiss Philate-
lic Society, Basel 1982 . Translation, condensation and organi-
zation by Herbert Brach .
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REVIEWS

Many great new books and catalogs documenting Swiss and Liechtenstein
philately have been released lately . Herewith a brief review of some of
them. Those titles marked with an (X) will be shipped in due time to the
APRL where they will be available for your further study.

LIECHTENSTEINER BRIEFMARKENKATALOG, 1990 . Edited by Peter Marxer, pub-

lished by the L. Philatelic Assoc ., and distributed by the Official Phi-

latelic Service . -- The last, priced catalog for the Principality of
Liechtenstein was issued in 1985 (notwithstanding the huge 4-vol . Hand-

book of the German Ring of L . collectors which has apparently reached an

end with this year ' s supplement) . The new edition, however, is a real
humdinger, and the 20 Fr . it costs are not only well, but extremely well

spent by anyone collecting that country seriously . All illustrations are
in color ; there are prices for mint, used and for stamps on covers, as

well_ as for oodles of more difficult facets of L . collecting, such as
Austrian forerunners used in L ., or Swiss ' co-runners ' of 1921,

internment camp mail, railroad markings, special cancellations, telegraph forms,
postal stationery, catapult and zeppelin mail, first flights, postage
dues, semi-postals, etc . Name it, it is there, except for fiscals (out-
side of precursor newspaper fiscals) and postage meter imprints . Even

coins and war money are illustrated and priced . To top it off, there are
six pages of up-to-date postal rate tables for the historians among you.
The text is in German exclusively, but the amount of illustrations speak
many foreign languages too. Recommendation : Buy it now before it ' s sold

out . As for the prices themselves, a mild to steep upward trend can be
noticed, depending on the categories and periods of the material priced.
Available from the Official Philatelic Service in Vaduz directly for
20 Fr . (postpaid) or thru their distributor in the U .S . (see last Tell).

FGanz, in memoriam

DIE POSTTAXEN DER SCHWEIZ AB 1862, Vol . I, Domestic Rates . A special edi-
tion published by the Youth Commission of the Union of Philatelic Soc.

of Switzerland . -- 116 pages, b&w, 11x18 cm, 12 Fr . + postage . Order thru
the trade or directly from the Kommission für Jugendphilatelie, Postfach 7,

CH-3270 Aarberg, Switzerland . -- Text is both in German and French giving

a short overview of each domestic mail classification, followed by the
rates for each given period for the last 130 years, and nicely illustra-
ted with appropriate mail pieces with intelligent and helpful captions.
The last part of this handy pocket pal contains comprehensive rate tables
for quick reference work . The best feature, though, of this booklet is

that it covers mail classes one normally doesn ' t find readily available,
such as ' Urgent CODs ' , ' Urgent ' mail, as opposed to "Express ' mail, ' Debt
Collection Mandates ' , ' Bankruptcy Documents ' , ' Court Papers ' , ' Small

Packets ' , etc . You don ' t have to be a seasoned postal historian to appre-
ciate this effort by a group of people who wanted to make it easier for

today 's young collectors to learn it right from the beginning . I urge you

to get a copy soonest, it ' s worth a hundred modern Swiss sheetlets . ..
Thank you so much, Chuck, for thinking of met

	

HRatz

Once you have mastered the whys and whens of Swiss stamp issues by stu-
dying the above, you might be interested to know what ' s shown on them.
For that we have a new edition for you compiled by the master of thema-

tic collecting, Dr . Ernst Schlunegger of Basel . 2nd updated edition of:

(X) MOTIVHANDBUCH SCHWEIZ . Published by the Swiss Thematic Collectors S.
Available directly from them or thru their US distributor (see last Tell).
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570 pages, b&w, paperbound, A5, text in German only . -- Every Swiss stamp
design and motive thru Zum #798 + PJ + PP + Air is covered, with short
bios on people depicted, historical and architectural data on others,
botanical or heraldic info on yet others . A decent source reference list
and index round up the picture . A tonful of wonderful trivia for all
collectors of Swiss stamps and interested in Switzerland, its people,

flora, fauna and landmarks .

	

HRatz

For the Swiss cancel buffs we have a brand new handbook/catalog, covering

the specialty field of:

(X) REPLACEMENT or AUXILLIARY CANCELS . It ' s the end product of yet another
superhuman effort — from research thru computer setting — by Pierre Guinand.

(The original groundwork was published in a catalog by the late PEN, back
in 1978 .) -- 270 pages, b&w, A4, 690 line illustrations ; in four languages,

with the English translation having been done by our late Felix Ganz . Cost,

incl . overseas postage, 88 sFr . Available directly from the author : Mr.

Pierre Guinand, Chemin de la Plantaz 18, CH-1110 Morges, Switzerland . --

This is one of these ' hats off ' labor of love
and sweat products, as only the Swiss can
produce ; it ' s outright awesome, with thou-
sands of little details recorded . The catalog

is prefaced by some 22 pages of introductory
text, enumerating, among lots of other help-
ful info, the principal reasons for the issu-
ance of these rectangular box cancels . Usage

tables and pricing information is extremely

helpful . In there we learn, for example, that the valuation given for each
of the 6734 cancels enumerated on the 230 pages that follow is fora clean
cancel strike in a more or less horizontal fashion on a cover fragment or
cutout, and that strikes on complete covers are worth about three times

the value indicated . The bulk of the catalog illustrates the variations
on the lefthand page and lists all cancels with town names, dates of
known use, characteristic dimensions, postal districts, and type . Special

pages let you order future supplements and a transparent overlay is also
provided, allowing you to quickly establish to which of the 25 types can-

cels in your possession belong . All in all, a most impressive addition to

Swiss philatelic literature . Thank you, Cheryl, for letting me have a

peak at it . Felix would have loved it too, I am sure .

	

HRatz

The Swiss PTT recently opened its new Postal Museum in Bern . With the

celebration came a surprise package, an unexpected book titled:

(X) DIE POST : EIN "GESCHÄFT" FUR WEN? which can be translated or inter-

preted several ways ; if I understand the book correctly I would translate

the title as "The Post : Who Should Run It? " -- This is another 'Wow! '

book, but I warn you ; only the most serious student of Swiss postal

history in general, and the Fischer Post in specific, need apply and better
read some old-fashioned German as well (a brief summary in 5 languages
is included, the rest is all in German as the Bernese spoketh in the 18th

century around fancy company) . -- 720 pages, 150 illustrations, incl.
several great maps (both authors studied among others cartography) and



40 in full color ; both endsheets are maps as well ; executed in finest
typography and printed by Switzerland ' s premier book printer Stämpfli of
Wabern b . Bern . Available from the Swiss Postal Museum, Helvetiastrasse
16, CH-3000 Bern, Switzerland for 80 sFr . -- This book is made up of two
parts, the second "History of the Bernese Postal System from 1648 to 1798 " ,
as researched and written recently by Thomas Klöti and which serves basi-
cally as commentary to the principal first part of the book which is an
adaptation of a 3-volume report written by Johann Friedrich von Ryhiner
(then President of the Bernese Postal Commission) in 1793 for the Bernese

State Govt . and titled : "Bericht über das Postwesen in Helvetien, 1793 " .

The report, actually an elaborate annotated audit, was commissioned on the
assumption that the postal system could eventually be better exploited
(read tax revenues galore!) by the state rather than by leaving it as a
franchise in the hands of privates, like the Fischers . In that report,
von Ryhiner, no doubt, laid the groundwork for many things that still
stand today : The Swiss PTT is the biggest monopoly around in Switzerland,
furnishing regularly great sums of excess revenues to federal and

state coffers . They control not only the mail, the telephone and

telegraph but all modern means of electronic and wave communication such as
cable radio and TV, TV, Fax, Teleshopping, ham and car radio and phone,
a huge portion of the daily money transfer, etc . etc . However, keep in
mind that the Swiss love law and order, I guess, they deserve a second big

brother like the PTT . Personally, I like best von Ryhiner ' s ending of the
preface to his reports : FINIS CORONAT OPUS and the author is tired.

That ' s about the way I feel and would like to sign off for a while from
my duties to the society and TELL . My very special thanks go to those of

you who have helped during the past couple of years with countless hours
in making AHPS the smooth-running organization it is today and to those
who contributed to the content of TELL, one of the finest specialty phila-
telic journal in this country today . And not forgetting the silent majo-
rity, I would like to say to you : Get involved more often and participate
whenever the occasion presents itself . Make that extra effort! We all
share a common interest, what ' s so difficult to communicate and share
your thoughts and knowledge about HELVETIA philately? -- Finally, my very
best wishes go to our incoming president and editor . Auf Wiedersehen . ..

Henry Ratz



1291-1991 CONFŒDERATIO HELVETICA ANOTHER MAILBOX . THIS ONE FOR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU!

	

THE INCAS . -TRUST ME!
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